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Hostage tape marks 4th year of captivity

BEIJING, July 15 (AP) - The Iranian govern-
ment said that it is preparing to select a man-
aged five-man committee to try to resolve the
impasse over ransom for the release of U.S.
hostages held in Iran. It said the committee
must work "in peace, in good faith and in ac-
ceptance of all previous agreements with the
United States to the best of the parties' con-
sciences." The hostage crisis is in its fourth
year.

NEW YORK, Feb. 25 (AP) - U.S. Senate
Minority Leader George J. Mitchell, D-Maine,
said Monday that he will try to block a legisla-
tion that would offer expanded health-care
benefits to U.S. military personnel.

WASHINGTON, June 19 (UPI) - The Con-
gressional Budget Office and the White House
have reached an agreement on the terms of a
compromise budget plan that will be sub-
mitted to Congress.

NEW YORK, Feb. 25 (AP) - President Rea-
gan said that he would keep campaign cam-
paigning even as U.S. troops are in danger in
the Persian Gulf.

WASHINGTON, Dec. 20 (UPI) - Speaker of
the House Jim Wright, D-Texas, said Tuesday
that he will work to resolve the budget impasse
with Congress.

NEW YORK, May 26 (AP) - Rep. Bill Gates,
D-Wash., announced that he will not seek re-
election to the House of Representatives.

BOSTON, March 24 (AP) - Mayor Bill Walsh
said Wednesday that he will seek a new four-
year term as mayor.

WASHINGTON, Jan. 21 (UPI) - President
Reagan said that he would work to resolve the
budget impasse with Congress.

WASHINGTON, Feb. 25 (UPI) - Rep. Bob
Dole, R-Kan., said Monday that he will seek
reelection to the House of Representatives.

WASHINGTON, Feb. 25 (UPI) - Rep. Robert
Dole, R-Kan., said Monday that he will seek
reelection to the House of Representatives.

WASHINGTON, March 24 (AP) - Mayor Bill
Walsh said Wednesday that he will seek a new
four-year term as mayor.

WASHINGTON, Jan. 21 (UPI) - President
Reagan said that he would work to resolve the
budget impasse with Congress.

WASHINGTON, Feb. 25 (UPI) - Rep. Bob
Dole, R-Kan., said Monday that he will seek
reelection to the House of Representatives.
Local veterans group fights healthcare cuts

Mark Devene

An Iowa veteran group is sponsoring a petition drive to bring the Veterans Administration matters that should be highlighted concerning healthcare. The group is a chapter of the American Legion.

"If we don't meet those percentages, we can get penalized again by repeated savings and cutbacks," said Dan Carter, assistant to the mayor. "The City Council and the Veterans Administration have not kept up with the state or local health care cuts."

The group has 4,000 members in the county. The group's main goal is to keep veterans' benefits and treatments available.

Tomorrow

Correction

In an article titled "Lubefeld says he will vote," it was incorrectly reported that Lubefeld had not stated his position on any issues. The correct statement is that Lubefeld will vote on issues as he sees fit.

UCLA psychology professor to visit UI

UI has been designated by the Department of Psychology at the University of California at Los Angeles as a "center" of excellence in the field of psychology.

Tuition will be charged on a "special" fee basis. The fee will be $300 per semester. The deadline for applications is April 15. The fee will be charged at the time of application.

The deadline for applications is April 15. The fee will be charged at the time of application.
Metro/Iowa

Local drug information bureau serves U.S. healthcare needs

By Anurag Sengupta

The internationally renowned pharmaceutical information service of the University of Iowa serves the health care needs of the country, its states and in 42 countries.

Since it began in 1965, the IDIS has compiled a vast database of reference information. Through the use of computerized literature searches, the information service is able to pay particular attention to the available Drug Literature Monographs and to and by computer compiled databases and text books, and the purpose of the database microform system is to help practice-oriented users of reference in drug use and disease management.

Says Mehta, "it's very useful and effective because it's an entirely computerized information service. As a matter of fact, the most important section serves medical facilities as a tool for any hospital. It's a great help to us."

Mehta and another advantage of the IDIS is that the information is available online. "I think in the next 10 years we will not only have the information online but also in a database search." The service is needed because it is a "hot topic." The IDIS will continue to grow and expand to serve its users better.

The new arrivals include new products such as "little wafers," which will go into hospitals and nursing homes. They have been augmented by new models of products and services that will be on display in the coming weeks.

In the future, the IDIS will continue to grow and expand to serve its users better. In the meantime, the IDIS is a valuable tool for any hospital and a great help to those who need it.

Colder winter may increase bills

By Stephen Hinton

The Daily Iowan

Bitter cold is one of the most damaging factors to the economic welfare of the state. Colder weather can cause many problems for the state and its residents, including increased energy costs, which can be a major financial burden for many individuals and families.

The University of Iowa's Department of Economics has studied the effects of colder weather on energy consumption and has found that the state's winter climate can cause a significant increase in electricity usage. This is because the state's heating systems must work harder to keep homes and businesses warm in the cold months.

In addition to increased energy costs, the colder weather can also cause other problems, such as increased demand for natural gas and coal, which can lead to higher prices for these energy sources. This can put a strain on the state's economy and can also lead to increased air pollution, which can harm the environment and public health.

To help mitigate the effects of colder weather on energy consumption, the state is investing in energy efficiency programs and has implemented policies to reduce energy waste. These efforts are helping to reduce the state's overall energy consumption and to protect its citizens from the effects of colder weather.

The IDIS is a valuable tool for any hospital and a great help to those who need it.

Educate, Activate, and Vote!

Iowa State Legislative Debate District 54
Representative Robert Dvorak (D) vs. Steve Bellwell (R)

November 2, 1988

For any questions regarding the debate, please contact your local representative in person or by phone.

The debate will be held at the Coralville City Hall at 7:30 p.m. on November 2, 1988.

Army Nurse Corps BE ALL YOU CAN BE

You read about them in The New York Times...

New Small Speakers Deliver Big Sound

By Clifton H. Gage

HARVEY BROWN, brows and beards are filling up and so are old cars. With the whole world reeling over the economic depression, poor people are trying to survive by buying used cars. The used car business is booming and people are willing to pay top dollar for the old cars.

However, the used car business is not the only business thriving in this economic downturn. The liquor business is booming as well. People are spending more money on alcohol as a way to escape the economic hardship.

Another way people are coping with the economic depression is by investing in small businesses. Small businesses are doing well in this economy and are providing opportunities for people to start their own businesses.

In conclusion, this is a difficult time for many people. However, people are finding ways to cope and are making the best of the situation. Whether it's buying used cars or investing in small businesses, people are finding ways to survive and thrive in this economic downturn.
Shirking safety

It's getting more and more difficult to remember the last time a major source of environmental protection did something to protect the environment. Instead, as it has done repeatedly over the years, the administration, the EPA continues in its impotent Which is one reason why every administration, especially the 1981 tax cut administration, is a bad administration. The reason is that those who still cling to the belief that the U.S. government should not try to influence what goes on in the private sector. For example, by a string of environmental decision in recent years, the EPA has used every conceivable pesticide to be carcinogenic to the public and its report the general public receives will continue to be skewed statistics. A recent study by the Environmental Protection Agency shows that the EPA has used every conceivable pesticide to be carcinogenic to the public and its report the general public receives will continue to be skewed statistics.

Suggestions for inspiring voters

Chris Lamb

If they had known that, they wouldn't have done something to protect the environment. Instead, the administration, especially the 1981 tax cut administration, is a bad administration. The reason is that those who still cling to the belief that the U.S. government should not try to influence what goes on in the private sector. For example, by a string of environmental decision in recent years, the EPA has used every conceivable pesticide to be carcinogenic to the public and its report the general public receives will continue to be skewed statistics.

The Dally Iowan, Iowa City, Iowa

Reagan legacy is income disparity

At the last bastion in the surveillance of the American psyche, on Saturday, November 6, the campaigns will continue in the town of the issues not addressed during the course of the campaign. There has been no genuine debate, so the media-staged events and remote-controlled Q&A sessions have been the norm. It's too bad, because the candidates and the public have a right to know what the candidates stand for.

Greg Zieren

1980 was the year of legislative victories The new President continued to move to the right, and the perception of Reagan's administration is that he was comfortable and always had a smile on his face. In fact, there was a sense of foreboding about the future under Reagan. However, the Reagan Administration was not without criticism. Concern was raised about the treatment of minorities in the Department of Justice, and the appointment of a conservative like Antonin Scalia to the Supreme Court was roundly criticized.

The next bastion, the Assistance Center for Community Services, spread its message of despair and declined to compete with the more optimistic message of the Reagan Administration. The economy policies of this administration, especially the 1980 tax cut, were not well received by the American public. New regulations were proposed to reduce the burden on businesses, but these regulations were largely unsuccessful. The American public does not want to see a return to the policies of the previous administration, and the candidates and the public have a right to know what the candidates stand for.
Metro/Iowa

Despite bankruptcy filing, local Duds 'N Suds thrives

By Jane Travinsen
The Daily Iowan

The Duds 'N Suds operation continues to be a booming business for Tom and Madeleine Anderson. The business has filled 41.6 acres in a former farmstead just north of North Liberty.

the race began and is now ending.

Hall.

The center also sponsors science fairs, says Redfern. In 1988, the center awarded 100 science prizes to students in 2025

Kurt Washalp, owner of the Cordiville Duds 'N Suds, in 1979, is that it grew too big expand too
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Israel election turns on Palestinian uprising

YERUSHALAYIM — Israel’s core political parties on Sunday tried to make their case for the upcoming general elections, which will be held on Wednesday.

The election, which was called by Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, has been overshadowed by the ongoing conflict with the Palestinians.

Netanyahu has promised to negotiate a peace deal with the Palestinians, while his opponents say he is more interested in maintaining Israel’s control over the occupied territories.

The election is expected to be the most significant and complex in Israel’s history, with a wide range of issues at stake.

In this context, the election campaign has focused on issues such as security, economy, and social welfare.

On the economic front, the candidates have promised to stimulate the economy and reduce unemployment.

On the security front, the parties have differed on how to tackle the conflict with the Palestinians.

The election is taking place against the backdrop of a heated debate on the fate of Jerusalem, with some parties calling for its annexation by Israel.

The election campaign has also been marked by a sharp increase in violence in the occupied territories, with multiple attacks and rocket launches.

The election results are expected to determine the next government and the direction of Israel’s policies for years to come.

In the meantime, the current government has continued to implement various policies, including the annexation of parts of the West Bank and the expansion of settlements.

The United Nations and other international organizations have condemned these actions as illegal and have called for a peaceful resolution of the conflict.

The election is expected to be a turning point in the region, with implications for the future of the Middle East peace process.

This is a challenging time, and the outcome of the election is uncertain. However, one thing is clear: the stakes are high, and the consequences of the election will be far-reaching.

Will Israel move closer to peace with the Palestinians, or will it continue on its current path?

Only time will tell, but one thing is certain: the election will be a significant event in the region's history.
Republic candidates taunt Dukakis for using "liberal" label

On the Associated Press

The Republican ticket of George Bush and Dan Quayle has launched a $5 million television campaign to argue that Michael Dukakis, the Democratic candidate, is not a liberal. The campaign, which began Monday, is part of a broader strategy by the Bush campaign to portray Dukakis as too moderate and incremental in his approach to the nation's problems.

Bush is introducing the “liberal” charge in two commercials that will air throughout the country. In one, Bush says: “I won a campaign based on the idea of getting something done. Mike Dukakis won a campaign based on the idea of doing nothing.”

In another commercial, Bush says: “If you believe that the jobs problem is too big to solve, then you believe the job of government is too big to solve. If you believe that the problem of crime is too big to solve, then you believe the job of law enforcement is too big to solve. If you believe that the problem of drugs is too big to solve, then you believe the job of law enforcement is too big to solve.”

The commercials are part of a broader strategy by the Bush campaign to portray Dukakis as too moderate and incremental in his approach to the nation’s problems.
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The commercials are part of a broader strategy by the Bush campaign to portray Dukakis as too moderate and incremental in his approach to the nation’s problems.
Student Senate SCHOLARSHIPS

Self-Help Scholarship

In order to be eligible for the Self-Help Scholarship application, the following is required:

1. Be a full-time student during the current academic year.
2. Be registered with the Student Senate Fall 2001 or Spring 2002 as a self-help student. You may also apply to be a self-help student during the current academic year.
3. Have at least a 2.5 cumulative grade point average.
4. If you are a self-help student, have the Financial Aid Form (FA) on file at the UI Office of Financial Aid.
5. Be a member of the UI Student Senate.
6. Must work at least 15 hours a week both fall & spring semesters.

Applications are available in the Student Senate Office. IMU Deadline for completed applications: Tuesday, November 15 at 5:00 p.m.

For more information call 335-3263 or stop in.

Why not be a priest? Why not be a sister?

These occasion will be held on Sat to talk to those interested about ministry in the Catholic Church.

1142 N. Gilbert St.

Thursday, November 19, 1988

Telephone: 338-2001

300 Main St.

University Theatre presents "Cats."

November 16, 1988

310 Main St.

Begins 8:00 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays

Tickets: 338-2001

Admission for University students & staff: $1.50.

Admission for public: $6.00.

Art's/Entertainment

Ul studen wins in

By Kevin Gooding

I t's not at the Los Angeles Film Festival, the New York Film Festival, or the Sundance Film Festival. But Bill Gooding, a UI sophomore, won the Short Film Awards competition at the 7th Annual International Student Film Festival in Chicago. In the competition, he was selected as the best U.S. filmmaker from 230 films submitted from 11 countries. Gooding, who was only 21, made a film entitled "Baroqu," which is about a group of friends who are fighting for their art.

LARRY SPEAKS

Former Assistant to the President & Principle

"Will Television Elect the Next President?"

7:30 November 2nd, 1988

Main Lounge, IMU

If signing is needed, contact the U.C. at 335-3363.

CORVALIS VISOR CENTER Professional Eye Examinations Specializing in Contact Lenses Wide Selection of Quality Eyewear Dr. John W. White 354-5030

Downtown Office (KCAI, 1524 S. Locust St.)

First Anniversary CHONG'S SUPERMARKET Huge Selection of ORIENTAL & LEBANESE Foods Everything On Sale For Food

400 S. Gilbert St.

Iowa City

Clip This Ad and Receive

See OFF ON Items Below

Rice and Rent

4 Movies For $4

One Center Location

CHONG'S SUPERMARKET

OASIS

409 S. Gilbert St.

Iowa City

TONIGHT

9:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

GABE'S

336 W. Washington

Featuring Dog Gone Records Warding artists!

CATCH THE EX

211 S. Gilbert St.

Contemporary Dance

Classical Dance

Award Winning Chimp Company

What's Coming Up at the UI Student Theatre

Director: Student Theatre Board

Rehearsals: 6:30-9:00 p.m.
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Financing

What is it and how is it finned in the structure of America?

SPEAK WITH

Mike Donahue

of Saatchi and Saatchi

The largest ad agency in the U.S.

November 16, 1988

100 PHBA

7:30 p.m.

Sponsored by

Pi Sigma Epsilon

Career Information Services

355-2211

Addressing special accommodation needs please call 355-2211
Baroque virtuosity dazzles audience

E.T.

At the Bijou

"The Man from Snowy (1966) - I want to show the world what I can do."

Music

Sir Peter Maxwell Davies and the University Symphony Orchestra join forces to play music by Gabriel Fauré, Peter Maxwell Davies, and Robert Schumann.

SCHEME PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS: Rogue Music THE JAMAICAN BAND that performed with Bob Marley S - W - A - M - P - P

SOUND WISDOM AND MANY MUSICAL POWERS

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1988 9:00 pm @ The Polo Club 313 S. Dubuque - Iowa City

Tickets can be purchased at the door. A special charge for students is $3.50.

Scottish Chamber Orchestra

Conducted by Sir Peter Maxwell Davies

with Cecil Neal playing Byrd

Concerts No. 1

The program also includes

Michael Nyman: The Piano Sonata, No. 1 (by Peter Maxwell Davies)

Scottish Chamber Orchestra

Tickets available at the door.

Call 319-355-1160 or from across Iowa 1-800-HANCRCH

FISH CALLED POLLY

F I S H C A L L E D POLLY

The program also includes

Michael Nyman: The Piano Sonata, No. 1 (by Peter Maxwell Davies)

Scottish Chamber Orchestra

Tickets available at the door.

Call 319-355-1160 or from across Iowa 1-800-HANCRCH
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NCAA to issue Kansas decision

"Lawrence, Kan. (AP) — The University of Kansas on Monday held a press conference to announce the NCAA's decision on a request for penalty reduction. The NCAA has accepted the university's offer to vacate certain scores and games, but has imposed a probationary period of one year. The university has 10 days to appeal the decision."

Hawks still hope for bowl game

"An article that ran in the Rose Bowl edition, and was reprinted in the Santa Fe New Mexican, indicates that the New Mexico State University football team is still hoping for a bowl game. The article states that the team is working hard to improve its record and that the players are looking forward to the possibility of a bowl game."

Garner, Marble play well in 1st intrasquad scrimmage

"SUNFLOWER, Kan. (AP) — It takes a lot of time to get everything ready for a basketball season, and the Hawks were no exception. The team practiced on Monday and Tuesday, and the players were evaluated on Wednesday. The Hawks will play the next game on Friday, against the National Champions.

Garner, a 6-4, 220-pound senior from Milwaukee, Wisc., would have had even more assists had his teammates not missed shots. He averaged 10.5 points and 5.5 assists per game during his junior season. "We need a lot of people to play well for us to be successful," Garner said. "I made a lot of mistakes on offense, but that's where you should make them because it's where you make your point."

"I think it's going to be a good season for us if we can keep playing the way we did in the last scrimmage," Garner said.

"We need a lot of people to play well for us to be successful," Garner said. "I made a lot of mistakes on offense, but that's where you should make them because it's where you make your point."

"I think it's going to be a good season for us if we can keep playing the way we did in the last scrimmage," Garner said.

"We need a lot of people to play well for us to be successful," Garner said. "I made a lot of mistakes on offense, but that's where you should make them because it's where you make your point."

"I think it's going to be a good season for us if we can keep playing the way we did in the last scrimmage," Garner said."
Milea

For the most part, they probably throw a decent ball. But the game was so close and there were the number of uncharacteristic mistakes that the ball was in good, and, on occasion, not so good.

But the point is, no matter how good or how bad the defense is, they will always have a chance. We have the ability to have a chance every time we go out there and throw a pass.

I'm not going to give up on the defense. We have a lot of work to do and we're going to get it done.

McNamara was in his fourth year with the Bears and has a 1-2 record in that time. He has led the Bears to a 9-3 record and a berth in the NFC East playoffs. McNamara is also the first coach to lead the Bears to the playoffs and to win the NFC East title.
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Louisville track prepares for $10 million Cup


The Breeders’ Cup, which begins on Aug. 31 at Churchill Downs and concludes Sept. 1 at Keeneland, is scheduled to attract more than 100 million dollars in purses for races run on the turf and dirt.

The event is the largest single-day horse race in North America and one of the most prestigious in the world.

The Breeders’ Cup is a series of 12 races, including the Breeders’ Cup Classic, the Breeders’ Cup Turf, and the Breeders’ Cup Sprint, which are all run over distances ranging from 5 furlongs to 1 3/4 miles.

In addition to the purse money offered, the Breeders’ Cup also provides a number of other benefits for its participants, including travel and accommodations for the owners and trainers of the horses.

The event is scheduled to attract more than 100,000 spectators from around the world, who will come to see the best horses and jockeys from around the world compete for the title of world champion.
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Bulls’ Jordan will appear on Wheaties boxes

CHICAGO (AP) — Michael Jordan was forced to go on the Wheaties cover. Instead, he talked about wheat bran, used with a stick of a cereal box plus a long tool to brush his hair.

"You are one of the most interesting athlete," Jordan said on the front of packaging Wheaties, the number one bran cereal marketed as "The Breakfast of Champions."

"It only on champagne is every other year," Jordan said, "but I think this is special. It is special because is the first time that we’ve been able to put our product in front of an athlete who is not ivory."

"You are one of the best athletes in the world," Jordan said, "and you are one of the best athletes in the world. We are here to support you because you are the best athlete in the world and you deserve to be on the Wheaties label."

"You are one of the best athletes in the world," Jordan said, "and you are one of the best athletes in the world. We are here to support you because you are the best athlete in the world and you deserve to be on the Wheaties label."

Adoption

GAYLESBURG, Ill. — Gaylesburg authorities are searching for a second time for a man who went missing after leaving his home to find his car. The 42-year-old man was last seen on the night of July 26 near Gaylesburg Road and River Road.

Police are asking for the public’s help in locating the man, whose name and family members are unknown. Anyone with information is asked to call Gaylesburg police at 931-4000.

A REWARDING CAREER IS WAITING FOR YOU!

This is an excellent opportunity to begin a career in one of the nation’s fastest-growing industries.

- Professional training on State-of-the-Art equipment
- Full or Part-Time Work
- Excellent Wages starting at $5.00 per hour
- Superior Benefits Package
- Positive Work Environment
- Employee Recognition Programs

Begin your career now! Apply in person at: Pioneer TeleTechnologies

2320 Industrial Park Road, Iowa City, Iowa 52246

Monday through Friday, 7:00 am to 9:00 pm

Phone: 319-338-9700
Colorado running back Eric Dickerson breaks the tackle of Denver's Simon Thomas on the way to a touchdown in Indianapolis Monday night. Dickerson scored three touchdowns in the first period.

Indianapolis, Dickerson blow out Broncos 55-23

National Football League

The work is held by Chicago against Philadelphia at 8:00 on Sunday. Tampa Bay. Saturday, Gary Bodehman, replacing starter Chris Chandler, announced the Colts went to a 3-1-1 record. Indianapolis had scored 10 touchdowns on 13 violations and had been in the second quarter by third-quarter back turquoise. Dickerson, the NFL rushing leader, rushed 21 times in the game. He had 124 yards in the first half and was used sparingly in the final two periods. In six games, scoring品川 and Harris would be the most conservative 1,300-yard season. Dickerson, however, came first to do it in his first year as a league leader. The mark is held by Brooks in the second quarter. In the second period Indianapolis scored a touchdown in the first 44 with the most points scored in a half-

Monday Night Game. The team before a cross-town divi-

dential rival, Denver's 4-4, for the first time. Dickerson led 16-9, but the Browns scored 10-6 in the fourth period.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Eric Dickerson rushed for 119 yards on 26 carries in his second game. The Colts scored 17 points in the fourth quarter and matched the Browns to a 1-0 record. Dickerson, the NFL rushing leader, rushed 21 times in the game. He had 124 yards in the first half and was used sparingly in the final two periods. In six games, scoring品川 and Harris would be the most conservative 1,300-yard season. Dickerson, however, came first to do it in his first year as a league leader. The mark is held by Brooks in the second quarter. In the second period Indianapolis scored a touchdown in the first 44 with the most points scored in a half-
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By Matthew Hinks

For the second consecutive year, the US Fencing Club swept its competition for the first time this past weekend. A total of 19 competitors, including five from Indiana, earned the gold, silver, and bronze medals.

Sports Clubs

Three teams competed in the foil competition, and in the saber competition, one man was the winner. The event was the National Individual Championship which was held in Columbus, Ohio. The fencing was judged on accuracy, timing, and control.

"Everyone will benefit from this competition," said "It was great to win." "We got second place last year and beat this team this year, as it was".

The US Fencing Club was also the Big Ten Champions (violence avoidance) at the University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign. A total of 12 teams, 12 men and 12 women, participated. The final score was a tie with a total of 113-102.

Iowa's Byron Schenk (men's foil) and Nick Adam (men's saber) were the only two athletes from the Midwest.

At the end of the season, Davis mentioned that "We did great."